
Admiralty

By David F. Sipple*

Cases decided by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals during this survey
period which concerned admiralty questions cover a wide and colorful
range of factual situations and problems but establish few landmark
principles of maritime law. One important case was decided by the
U.S. Supreme Court during the calendar year, Mobil Oil Corp. v.
Higginbotham, I in which the Court further defined and to some extent
limited the judicially created wrongful death remedy under the general
maritime law as set forth in Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc.2 The
Fifth Circuit had occasion to wrestle with and apply the Higginbotham
principle in Ivy v. Security Barge Lines, Inc.,' decided just prior to the
close of the survey period.

In line with the practice in past survey articles, an effort has been made
to restrict the scope of the review to cases dealing primarily with interpre-
tation and application of principles of maritime law. I have largely passed
over cases dealing chiefly with a review of factual findings of trial courts
and juries. Supreme Court cases decided during the survey period are
traditionally included because of the important role which the Court plays
in the formation of maritime law in the United States.

I. OIL POLLUTION

Although major oil pollution disasters such as those involving the Torrey
Canyon and the Amoco Cadiz, which resulted in massive oil slicks that
severely damaged shorefront properties, make the news headlines, it is the
small to moderate spill which generates most of the governmental enforce-
ment and legal defense activity. It is estimated that the quantities of
hydrocarbons entering navigable waterways and seas, from whatever ori-
gin, represent six million tons annually.' Emphasis on oil pollution preven-
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tion and control in this country has resulted in a detailed federal statutory
enactment.5 The heart of the statutory scheme is the provision which pro-
hibits the discharge of oil in harmful quantities into the navigable waters
of the United States.' A civil penalty is provided for violations.7 To aid in
the detection of oil spills, the Act requires polluters to report violations.'
The administrative regulation which defines "harmful quantities" must be
read in conjunction with these provisions. The regulation9 states that any
spill which causes a "sheen" on the water is a harmful quantity. In United
States v. Chevron Oil Co.,'0 the Fifth Circuit had occasion to consider the
validity of this regulation known as the "sheen test" as applied to a factual
situation in which the uncontroverted evidence showed that the spill
caused a sheen but was not harmful to the environment.

In the above case, an oil-producing structure owned by Chevron and
located about two miles from the shore in Lake Salvadore in Louisiana
malfunctioned and caused the discharge of approximately forty-two gal-
lons of oil into the lake. The spill caused a sheen on the water. The United
States Coast Guard, the enforcement agency under the Act," proposed

5. In 1970 Congress passed the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-
224, 84 Stat. 91 (1970) which was amended in 1972 by the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 862 (1972). The statute was most
recently amended by the Clean Water Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-217, 91 Stat. 1593 (1977).

6. The statutory section is presently codified at 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(b)(3) (1978) and
provides in pertinent part as follows: "The discharge of oil . . . into or upon ... adjoining
shorelines, or into or upon the waters of the contiguous zone . . . in harmful quantities as
determined by the President . . . is prohibited .... "

7. Section 1321(b)(6) provides in pertinent part as follows: "Any owner, operator, or
person in charge of any onshore facility or offshore facility [or vessel] from which oil . . . is
discharged in violation of paragraph (3) of this subsection shall be assessed a civil penalty
• . . of not more than $5,000 for each offense." It is to be noted that the Act provides strict
liability for spills, and the exercise of due care by the polluter is no defense. Neither is third-
party causation a defense to imposition of a civil penalty for a spill. U.S. v. General Motors
Corp., 403 F. Supp. 1151 (D.C. Conn. 1975). However, the Act provides that where it is shown
that a spill was caused solely by the act or omission of a third party, the person charged with
the spill is relieved of liability for the cost incurred by the government in cleaning up the
spill. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(f)(1) (1978).

8. Section 1321(b)(5) provides in pertinent part as follows: "Any person in charge of a
vessel or of an onshore facility or an offshore facility shall, as soon as he has knowledge of
any discharge of oil . . . from such vessel or facility in violation of paragraph (3) of this
subsection, immediately notify the appropriate agency of the United States Government of
such discharge." Violation of this provision subjects the person in charge of a vessel or facility
to a fine up to $10,000 and/or imprisonment up to one year. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(b)(5) (1978).

9. The regulation is promulgated as 40 C.F.R. § 110.3 (1977) and provides in pertinent
part as follows: "For purposes of section 311(b) of the Federal Act, discharges of such quanti-
ties . . . determined to be harmful . . . at all times and locations and under all circumstances
and conditions . . . include discharges which . . . (a) violate applicable water quality stan-
dards, or (b) cause a film or sheen upon or discoloration of the surface of the water ....

10. 583 F.2d 1357 (5th Cir. 1978).
11. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(b)(6) (1978).
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that Chevron be fined $1,000 for the spill. At the Coast Guard hearing
guaranteed by the Act," Chevron produced a marine biologist who pro-
vided testimony, uncontradicted by the government, that the spill did not
have a harmful effect on the environment despite the presence of a sheen
upon the water. 3 The Coast Guard confirmed the penalty assessment and
Chevron exhausted its administrative remedies. In a suit to collect the
penalty," the district court granted the government's motion for summary
judgment relying primarily on the case of United States v. Boyd, '5 in which
the Ninth Circuit upheld the sheen test in a criminal prosecution for fail-
ure to report a spill of approximately thirty gallons. The Fifth Circuit
reversed.'

The court noted that the Boyd decision and several district court cases
which relied thereon did not involve application of the sheen test to "de
minimis" oil spills," and reviewed relevant legislative history which
showed that the present language of the Act prohibiting "harmful quanti-
ties" was a compromise between the Senate version, which prohibited
"all" discharges, and that of the House, which prohibited only
"substantial" discharges. 8 On this basis the court concluded that certain
"de minimis" discharges are not prohibited by the Act." Since the uncon-
tradicted evidence of Chevron's expert was that the spill was not harmful
to the environment, despite the fact that it caused a sheen, the court held
that as applied to these facts the sheen test exceeds the scope of the
congressionally delegated authority.2

The Fifth Circuit did not throw out the regulation; however, the court
held that based upon the workability of the sheen test and the scientific
studies cited in the Boyd case which showed a proven connection between
the sheen and harmful quantities of oil, the regulation on its face was
valid.'

12. "No penalty shall be assessed unless the owner or operator charged shall have been
given notice and opportunity for a hearing on such charge." 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(b)(6) (1978).

13. The marine biologist testified that the concentration of the oil was insufficient under
the circumstances to cause damage to the environment. 583 F.2d at 1360-61.

14. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1355 (1978).
15. 491 F.2d 1163 (9th Cir. 1973).
16. 583 F.2d at 1357.
17. Id. at 1362.
18. Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-224, 84 Stat. 91 (1970).
19. 583 F.2d at 1363.
20. Id.
21. Id. The court stated that the proven scientific connection between a sheen and harm-

ful quantities of oil as well as the workability of the sheen test lend a reasonable basis to the
regulation. The court noted that had Congress enacted the test as part of the Act itself,
instead of allowing the President to define harmful quantities by regulation, the sheen test
would have been valid even as applied to the facts of this case since there is a reasonable
basis for the test. The court no doubt was referring to the generally recognized principle that
a statute enacted under the police power is constitutional if it is reasonably or rationally
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The solution to the problem of applying the sheen test to small spills is
found by the court in allowing a defendant an opportunity to prove that a
spill was not harmful to the environment despite the presence of a sheen.
The test "creates a rebuttable presumption that any spill which causes a
sheen is 'harmful' and therefore prohibited. . ... "2 A defendant may
rebut by showing that the spill was not harmful under the circumstances.
The court emphasized that the term "not harmful" means that the quant-
ity spilled was " de minimis," not that a harmful quantity was spilled but
due to effective cleanup did not actually cause any harm. z

The Fifth Circuit's ruling sets the stage for a "battle of the experts" in
cases of small to moderate oil spills where the environmental impact may
be negligible and both the government and the defendant may be expected
to engage expert testimony favorable to their respective positions.

II. SALVAGE

On land the person who rushes in to save another's property from peril
is an officious intermeddler, the volunteer whom even equity will not aid.
At sea, however, the person who saves property from danger receives a
reward which is normally generously computed in light of the basic pur-
pose of salvage awards: to reward perilous services voluntarily rendered,
and to encourage mariners to embark on such dangerous enterprises to save
life and property.2 4 "Three elements are [generally recognized as] neces-
sary to a valid salvage claim: 1. A marine peril. 2. Service voluntarily
rendered when not required by an existing duty or from special contract.
3. Success in whole or in part in saving the property or contribution to such
success."

Courts usually consider a number of circumstances as the main ingredi-
ents in determining the amount of the reward: (1) the labor expended by
the salvors in rendering the service, (2) the promptitude and skill displayed
by the salvors, (3) the value of the property employed by the salvors in
rendering the service and the danger to which the property was exposed,

related to the public health, safety, or welfare purpose of the statute. Nashville, Chatta., &
St. Louis Ry. v. Walters, 294 U.S. 405, 415, 429 (1935); 16 C.J.S. Constitutional Law § 198
(1956).

22. 583 F.2d at 1363-64.
23. Id. at 1363. An "actual harm" test was rejected in United States v. Atlantic Richfield

Co., 429 F. Supp. 830, 839 (E.D. Pa. 1977), aff'd, 573 F.2d 1303 (3d Cir. 1978), in which the
court held that harmful quantity is to be determined at the time of the spill rather than after
defendant's cleanup efforts, so that defendant's remedial action after a spill is irrelevant to
the determination of harmfulness.

24. The Sabine, 101 U.S. 384 (1879). A second basic and historical purpose of the salvage
award is "to withdraw from the salvors as far as possible every motive to depredate upon the
property of the unfortunate owner." The Clarita and The Clara, 90 U.S. (23 Wall.) 1, 17
(1874).

25. The Sabine, 101 U.S. 384 (1879).
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(4) the risk incurred by the salvors, (5) the value of the property saved,
and (6) the danger to which the property saved was exposed."6

Historically, the saving of life was regarded as satisfying a moral obliga-
tion but not as entitling a salvor to an award.2 By statute 8 life salvors
have a right to a "fair share" of the award made to salvors who have saved
property on the same occasion. The traditional rule is that pure life sal-
vage, unaccompanied by property salvage, is not a basis for an award.29

In West Coast Shipping Brokers Corp. v. Ferry Chuchequero,30 the Fifth
Circuit had occasion to apply the rule that a beneficial service must be
rendered to the salved vessel before an award is earned. On December 12,
1976, the ferry Chuchequero lost power near Cristobal, Canal Zone, and
sent up flares which were seen by the motor vessel Cebu I. The latter vessel
maneuvered close enough to the Chuchequero so that a towline was at-
tached and the Cebu I began towing the ferry back to Cristobal. The
towline broke and after a second towing commenced, the line broke again.
The Ceru I then departed and several hours later the crew of the
Chuchequero was able to start the engines and return to Cristobal.

The owner of the Cebu I brought a salvage action in rem' against the
Chuchequero for compensation for the rescue efforts. Defendant owner of
the ferry contended that no significant assistance was rendered by the
Cebu I and that the ferry was saved by the efforts of her own crew.32 The
district court granted defendant's motion for summary judgment without
trial.

26. The Blackwall, 77 U.S. (10 Wall.), 1, 14 (1869).
27. G. GILMoRE & C. BLACK, THE LAw oF ADMIRALTY 532 (2d ed. 1975).
28. 46 U.S.C.A. § 729 (1975).
29. The Admiral Evans, 286 F. 442, 443 (W.D. Wash. 1923); The George W Clyde, 80 F.

157, 158 (E.D.N.Y. 1897). However, courts seem to go to some length to reward pure life
salvors; see Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. v. Overseas Oil Carriers, 553 F.2d
830 (2d Cir. 1977), in which a passenger vessel altered course in reponse to a radio request to
take aboard an ailing seaman from a tanker having no medical staff, and expended a substan-
tial quantity of extra fuel in picking up the seaman and increasing speed to port. The court
allowed recovery on the basis of a "quasi contract" for the reasonable value of the services
rendered, on the theory that the passenger vessel performed the tanker's duty to provide the
seaman maintenance and cure. In Grigsby v. Coastal Marine Serv. of Tex., Inc., 412 F.2d
1011 (5th Cir. 1969), a shorebased worker lost his life in an attempt to save lives on board a
ship under repair. Chief Judge Brown concluded that the decedent's status as a "maritime
life salvor" entitled him to the protection of the warranty of seaworthiness as a vicarious or
"Sieracki" seaman. 412 F.2d at 1022.

30. 582 F.2d 959 (5th Cir. 1978).
31. Salvors are entitled to a maritime lien against the salved property. Suits for salvage

may be in rem against the property or the proceeds thereof and also in personam against the
party at whose request or for whose benefit the salvage service was performed. The Sabine,
101 U.S. 384, 386 (1879); Fort Myers Shell and Dredging Co. v. The Barge NBC512 and The
Barge NBC540, 404 F.2d 137 (5th Cir. 1968); G. GiLMoRE AND C. BLACK, supra note 27, at
576.

32. 582 F.2d at 959-60.
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The Fifth Circuit reversed and remanded, holding that while the vessel
in peril must be saved, it is not necessary that she be saved solely by the
efforts of the one seeking an award. The claimant must merely have ren-
dered some beneficial service to the vessel which contributed to her relief
from danger." There need be only a causal relation between the efforts of
the salvage claimant and the eventual preservation of the vessel in peril."
The court relied on a number of cases in which salvage awards were made
although the claimants did not actually complete the work of saving the
endangered vessel.3 5 In The Annie Lord,31 a fishing vessel tried to tow a
distressed schooner into Boston Harbor. After the towlines parted and the
weather had become severe, the fishing vessel discontinued the towing
operation and put into Gloucester. Her captain then arranged to have a
U.S. Government cutter go out and tow the schooner into Boston. Al-
though the towing efforts neither helped nor hindered in the final result,
the court allowed a salvage award, holding that the salvor's interruption
of his intended voyage and notification of the proper port authorities was
sufficient basis for an award.3 7

The court in the West Coast Shipping case held that the evidence
raised several factual issues which precluded summary judgment, and
which were relevant to the determination of whether a beneficial service
had been rendered: the danger to which the Chuchequero was exposed; the
reasons the towing failed; and the distance and duration of the towing .3

The court stated that should defendant fail to prove that recovery was
precluded by the Cebu Is voluntary abandonment of the operation,'" then

33. Id. at 960.
34. Id. at 961.
35. Dize v. Steel Barge Beverly, 247 F. Supp. 968 (E.D. Va. 1965) (salvor temporarily

fought a fire on another ship until U.S. Coast Guard arrived); The Veendam, 46 F. 489
(S.D.N.Y. 1891) (salvor towed stricken vessel out of danger until emergency repairs could be
made); Conolly v. S.S. Karina, II, 302 F. Supp. 675 (E.D.N.Y. 1969) (salvor towed vessel
through rough seas into safe waters following which salvaged vessel's own crew made engine
repairs allowing her to complete the voyage).

36. 251 F. 157 (D. Mass. 1917).
37. Id. at 160.
38. 582 F.2d at 959.
39. Id. at 961.
40. Judge Benedict stated the rule to be that when a potential salvor voluntarily abandons

a vessel in peril before reaching a place of safety, he loses the right to claim an award even
though the abandonment may have been due to the necessities of the salvor's own vessel and
the hardship endured. The Aberdeen, 27 F. 479 (E.D.N.Y. 1885). Other courts have stated
the rule less harshly, requiring a showing that the abandonment be absolute and of a nature
that indicates an absence of all further interest in the property or an indifference to whether
it will be saved: The Tolomeo, 7 F. 497 (S.D. Fla. 1881); Saint Paul Marine Transp. Corp. v.
Cerro Sales Corp., 505 F.2d 1115, 1118 (9th Cir. 1974). Therefore, if a salving vessel, after
doing all it can and having contributed to the saving of the vessel, finds it impossible to
continue to complete the entire salvage and must discontinue the operation, the doctrine of
abandonment does not apply. 505 F.2d at 1118.
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plaintiff arguably had rendered a beneficial service to the Chuchequero.
The case of Compania Galeana, S.A. v. M/V Caribbean Mara2 con-

cerned the principle that a salvage settlement between a "salvor shipowner
and the owners of the salved vessel and cargo cannot bind the salvor crew
without their consent."'" While enroute from Tampa, Florida to Tampico,
Mexico, the steamship Florida State sighted the abandoned Caribbean
Mara ablaze on the high seas. The crew of the Florida State boarded the
burning ship, extinguished the fire, and towed her into Tampa. The owner
of the salving vessel subsequently filed a complaint in rem against the
Caribbean Mara and her cargo." Thereafter, the district court held a hear-
ing and approved settlements between the owners of the two vessels and
also between the owner of the Florida State and the owners of the cargo
on board the Caribbean Mara.45 The lower court also ordered that the
portion of the settlement funds awarded to the master, officers, and crew-
members of the salving vessel be proportionally distributed according to
the monthly base wage of each."

The master of the Florida State appealed the court-approved settle-
ment, contending that it was approved without his consent and was there-
fore not binding upon him. 7 The Fifth Circuit began its opinion with a
statement of the general rule that a salvage settlement between the salvor
shipowner and the owners of the salved vessel and cargo cannot bind the
salvor crew without their consent. 8 However, the master's attorney was
given prior notice of the hearing at which the district court approved the
settlements as well as notice of the proposed settlement, yet he neither
filed an objection nor appeared at the hearing."9 The Fifth Circuit held that
under these circumstances there was passive approval of the settlement,
which prevented the master from attacking the court order approving it
on the ground that he had not consented 3

41. 582 F.2d at 961. For a discussion of cases on the nature and extent of the peril
necessary to support a salvage award see Annot., 26 AL.R. FED. 858 (1976).

42. 565 F.2d 358 (5th Cir. 1978).
43. Id. at 360 (citation omitted).
44. Id. at 359. Salvors are entitled to a maritime lien against a salved vessel's cargo. G.

GILMOaE AND C. BLACK, supra note 27, at 576.
45. 565 F.2d at-359-60.
46. Id. at 360. Basic awards to the crew are usually made according to rank or monthly

pay. G. GILMORE AND C. BLACK, supra note 27, at 567; Nicholas E. Vernicos Shipping Co. v.
United States, 223 F..Supp. 116, 121 (S.D.N.Y. 1963).

47. 565 F.2d at 359.
48. Id. at 360; The Neptume, 277 F. 230, 232 (2d Cir. 1921); Sobonis v. Steam Tanker

National Defender, 298 F. Supp. 631, 637-38 (S.D.N.Y. 1969). There is a federal statute which
provides that a stipulation by which any master or seaman consents to abandon any right
which he may have in the nature of salvage is wholly inoperative. 46 U.S.C.A. § 600 (1958).
However, it has been questioned whether this statute is applicable to a foreign seaman on a
foreign vessel engaged in a salvage operation on the high seas. 298 F. Supp. at 639.

49. 565 F.2d at 360.
50. Id.
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In the late summer of 1622, a fleet of Spanish galleons, heavily laden
with bullion exploited from the mines of the New World, was met by a
hurricane in the reef-laced waters off the Florida Keys. A number of vessels
were sunk, including the Nuestra Senora de Atocha (Atocha), the richest
galleon in the fleet. The wreck of the Atocha lay undisturbed for well over
three centuries until 1971, when, aided by an expenditure in excess of two
million dollars, a group of salvors located the galleon and retrieved gold,
silver, artifacts, and armament valued at six million dollars.' The salvors
sued for possession of and confirmation of title to the wreck. The United
States intervened and counterclaimed asserting title to the vessel. The
district court granted summary judgment for the plaintiff salvors.52

In a lengthy opinion, the Fifth Circuit held that as between plaintiffs
and the government, plaintiffs were entitled to an award of the property."
The court held that the law of finds (under which title to abandoned
property vests in the person who lawfully reduces the property to his pos-
session)5" should be applied rather than the law of salvage (under which
the finder is satisfied for his efforts out of proceeds from the sale of the
property and title does not vest).15 The court took the realistic approach
that to determine disposition of a wrecked vessel whose very location had
been lost for centuries as though its owner were still in existence "stretches
a fiction to absurd lengths.""6 Unimpressed by the argument that violent
clashes between competing finders will result if abandoned property is held
to be a find, the court stated that the law of salvage would not provide a
more effective deterrent to such clashes, since under either the law of finds
or that of salvage, the value of the salvage efforts goes to the one who is
first able to seize possession. 5 The court further held that the Atocha was
still in peril of being lost through action of the elements and therefore a
marine peril existed under the law of salvage. Thus, under either the law
of salvage or the law of finds, plaintiffs were entitled to an award of the
property as long as the government could not prove superior entitlement 5

51. Treasure Salvors, Inc. v. Unidentified Wrecked And Abandoned Sailing Vessel, 569
F.2d 330, 333 (5th Cir. 1978).

52. 569 F.2d at 333.
53. Id. at 343.
54. Generally, under the law of finds, personalty upon being abandoned ceases to be the

property of any person until it is lawfully reduced to possession with intent to acquire title.
One so appropriating abandoned property has a right superior to the former owner. Wiggins
v. 1100 Tons More Or Less Of Italian Marble, 186 F. Supp. 452, 456 (E.D. Va. 1960); Richard
v. Pringle, 293 F. Supp. 981, 984 (E.D.N.Y. 1968).

55. 569 F.2d at 337 n.1l.
56. Id. at 337.
57. Id. at 337 n.11.
58. The court held that since the wreck rested on the continental shelf outside U.S.

territorial waters, it was not situated on lands owned or controlled by the United States under
the Antiquities Act. 569 F.2d at 337-38. Nor was the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act,
which extended U.S. jurisdiction for purposes of controlling exploitation of the continental
shelf, applicable since the Act was not an extension of sovereignty. 569 F.2d at 339.
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I. JONES AcT SEAMEN

Marine construction workers, ordinarily limited to recovery of compen-
sation benefits in personal injury cases under the Federal Longshoremen's
and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act,59 often attempt to establish that
they are in reality Jones Act seamen in order to take advantage of the
liberal right of action against their employers for negligence under the
Jones Act 0 and for breach of the warranty of seaworthiness under general
maritime law.6' They have been aided in this endeavor by a very low
evidentiary threshold for submission of Jones Act claims to a jury.62 In
Offshore Company v. Robison, 3 the Fifth Circuit established that a Jones

Act claim must go to the jury if, (1) there is evidence that the plaintiff was
permanently assigned to a vessel or a special purpose structure not usually
employed as a means of water transport but designed to float, or performed
a substantial portion of his work aboard such vessel, and (2) the duties
which the plaintiff performed contributed to the function or mission of the

vessel. 6
In Leonard v. Exxon Corp.," the Fifth Circuit demonstrated that al-

though the standards for determining Jones Act status are liberal, if the

essential facts of the case are undisputed, the issue may be decided by the
court against the claimant as a matter of law. This case involved a pipe

welder working on a barge which was used as a floating construction plat-
form and which was moored to the bank of the Mississippi River. The issue
was whether the barge was a "vessel" within the meaning of the Jones

Act." The appellate court upheld a summary judgment granted by the

trial court in favor of Exxon, holding as a matter of law that the platform
was not a vessel.

The platform consisted of four flat-deck barges that were not self-
propelled. Three of the barges were placed end to end, lashed together, and

59. 33 U.S.C.A. § 901 (1978). The Act expressly excludes from coverage all "member[sJ
of a crew of any vessel." Id. § 902(3).

60. 46 U.S.C.A. § 688 (1975); the test of liability under the Jones Act is whether the

shipowner's negligence played any part, even the slightest, in producing the injury for which

damages are sought. Sanford Bros. Boats, Inc. v. Vidrine, 412 F.2d 958, 962 (5th Cir. 1969).

61. Mitchell v. Trawler Racer, Inc., 362 U.S. 539 (1960). A 1972 amendment to the Long-
shoremen's and Harborworker's Compensation Act bars actions by harbor workers against
third parties based on unseaworthiness and limits such actions to recovery for negligence. 33
U.S.C.A. § 905(b) (1978).

62. It has been held that the issue of whether a claimant qualifies as a Jones Act seaman
is to be left to the jury even when the claim to seaman status is a marginal one. Barrios v.

Louisiana Constr. Materials Co., 465 F.2d 1157, 1162 (5th Cir. 1972).
63. 266 F.2d 769, 779 (5th Cir. 1959).
64. Id. at 779.
65. 581 F.2d 522 (5th Cir. 1978).
66. 46 U.S.C.A. § 688 (1975) confers upon "members of a crew of a vessel" a right of action

against their employer for injury caused by negligence. The statute does not define the term
"vessel."
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moored to a shore by separate steel cables. The fourth barge served as a
crane platform and as an access ramp to the three others, and was moored
between the shore and remaining barges. Plaintiff's welding work was done
on the three offshore barges on which the pipeline was fabricated.67

The court found the case virtually indistinguishable from Cook v. Belden
Concrete Products, Inc." in which the Fifth Circuit had denied vessel
status to a similar floating construction platform. The Cook case involved
a non-self-propelled flat-deck barge upon which new concrete barges were
constructed. Plaintiff was employed as a carpenter erecting forms prepara-
tory to pouring concrete. The court held that the barge was not designed
for transportation on navigable waters and was legally indistinguishable
from a floating dry dock which traditionally has been held not to be a
vessel for Jones Act purposes."

Judge Godbold, in dissent, found the Cook case not controlling and its
analogy of a platform barge to a dry dock unpersuasive. In his view, the
work being done on the barges by plaintiff in the Leonard case did not have
the same "connexity" to shore as does shipbuilding; it can be done as well
aboard a ship as ashore. Once the pipeline was fabricated, the string of
barges was towed into deeper water and the assembled pipeline was
slipped off into its destined place underneath the waters of the Mississippi.
Judge Godbold analogized the assembled pipeline to cargo being trans-
ported upon navigable waters; the barges thus were being used in the
traditional maritime commerce sense.70 It is submitted that this analogy,
while valid, is irrelevant since plaintiffs injury did not occur while the
barges were being moved, but while they were securely moored to the
riverbank. Moreover, the Fifth Circuit has previously held that neither the
movement nor capability for movement of a dry dock on navigable waters
establishes that the dock while secured to the bank and in service is a
vessel.7

Judge Godbold reasoned that under the low evidentiary threshold nor-
mally required in Jones Act claimant cases, the issue as to whether the
barge was a vessel should have been submitted to the jury. 2 Indeed, the

67. 581 F.2d at 524.
68. 472 F.2d 999 (5th Cir. 1973).
69. A floating dry dock consists of a large flat surface permanently affixed to the shore.

It is lowered under the surface of the water within a steel frame by the pumping of water
into its watertight compartments. The vessel to be repaired is then situated above the dry
dock after which the structure is raised by pumping air into the compartments. Atkins v.
Greenville Shipbuilding Corp., 411 F.2d 279, 280 (5th Cir. 1969). The basis for the floating
dry dock decisions appears to be that the dock is not designed for the purpose of navigation,
and thus the stevedore, as well as individuals working thereon, is not exposed to the ordinary
risks and hazards of the sea. 411 F.2d at 283.

70. 585 F.2d at 525.
71. 472 F.2d at 1001 n.5; Chahoc v. Hunt Shipyard, 431 F.2d 576, 577 n.2 (5th Cir. 1970).
72. 581 F.2d at 526.
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majority displays some uneasiness with the ruling by stating that the Cook
case and the instant case "deviate from the general practice permitting
Jones Act issues to be submitted to the jury, and accordingly should be
applied restrictively.

7 3

A shipowner may be held liable under the Jones Act or under the general
maritime law for injuries sustained by a seaman from an assault by a fellow
employee.7' Under the Jones Act, a shipowner may be held liable for negli-
gently hiring or a retaining a dangerous or vicious employee.75 A shipowner
may also incur Jones Act liability when the assailant, acting within the
scope of his employment, commits an assault (e.g., to hurry a subordinate
crewmember in his work" or to reprimand him for tardiness)." The ship-
owner's implied warranty of seaworthiness requires that each crewmem-
ber be equal in disposition and seamanship to the ordinary man in the
calling, 78 and the warranty can be breached by the presence of a seaman
who has a "savage and vicious nature. 79 The breach of the warranty of
seaworthiness renders the shipowner liable without regard to fault; thus,
the shipowner's lack of knowledge of the seaman's propensities is not a
defense .1

May an assault, in itself, be so vicious and savage as to render the
assailant unseaworthy and the shipowner liable as a matter of law? "Yes,"
said the Fifth circuit in Claborn v. Star Fish and Oyster Co.,'" which
concerned a seaman who killed a fellow crewmember by driving a ten-inch
bait knife into his back. The decedent's wife brought an action to recover
damages for negligence under the Jones Act and for unseaworthiness under
the general maritime law. The district court denied plaintiff's motion for
a directed verdict and the jury found for the defendant. The Fifth Circuit
reversed, holding that unseaworthiness had been demonstrated as a matter
of law.

The court emphasized that the "extraordinarily savage ' 8 nature of' the

73. Id. at 524. For a discussion and analysis of cases holding that the question of Jones
Act status may be decided as matter of law under certain circumstances, see Producers
Drilling Co. v. Gray, 361 F.2d 432, 433-36 (5th Cir. 1966).

74. Alpha S.S. Corp. v. Cain, 281 U.S. 642 (1930); Fall v. Esso Standard Oil Co., 297 F.2d
411 (5th Cir. 1961); Boudoin v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 348 U.S. 336 (1955). For a thorough
discussion of liability for injuries in seaman assault cases, see Annot., 22 A.L.R.3d 624 (1968).

75. Koehler v. Presque-Isle Transp. Co., 141 F.2d 490 (2d Cir. 1944), cert. denied, 322 U.S.
764 (1944).

76. Jamison v. Encarnacion, 281 U.S. 635 (1930).
77. Alpha S.S. Corp. v. Cain, 281 U.S. 642 (1930).
78. Keen v. Overseas Tankship Corp., 194 F.2d 515 (2d Cir. 1952).
79. Boudoin v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 348 U.S. 336, 340 (1955). For a thorough discussion

of the warranty of seaworthiness, see Chamlee, The Absolute Warranty of Seaworthiness: A
History and Comparative Study, 24 MERCER L. REv. 519 (1973).

80. Clevenger v. Star Fish & Oyster Co., 325 F.2d 397, 400 (5th Cir. 1963).
81. 578 F.2d 983 (5th Cir. 1978).
82. Id. at 987.
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assault was entirely unprovoked and occurred after the assailant had been
drinking for several days and had exhibited delirious symptoms. The dece-
dent was stabbed in the back as he was attempting to run from the assail-
ant. Judge Ainsworth stated that this was not "an ordinary sailor's
brawl""' and relied on Clevenger v. Star Fish and Oyster Co., in which the
Fifth Circuit held that a savage assault with a deadly weapon may, in
itself, constitute sufficient proof that the attacker is not equal in disposi-
tion and seamanship to the ordinary man in the calling. 4 The Clevenger
case concerned an attack by one seaman on another with a "devil's fork,"
or ice chisel, which was one inch thick, four feet long, and ground to a sharp
point at one end. It is submitted that the rule of law which may be ex-
tracted from the cases is that if the assault is particularly savage and
unprovoked and is carried out through the use of a deadly weapon, then
the attack in itself may render the assailant unseaworthy.5

It is noted from the facts in the Claborn case that the captain of the
vessel brought six bottles of wine and two bottles of whiskey on board at
Mobile, Alabama for consumption by the five crewmembers and brought
an additional fifth of whiskey for "medicinal purposes." With the apparent
acquiesence of the captain, the crew, including the assailant, had con-
sumed all the wine and most of the whiskey including the "medicinal fifth"
before the vessel even left Mobile Bay. Although the court did not reach
the question of liability under the Jones Act, 6 it is submitted that the
captain was certainly negligent in allowing the crewmembers to gorge
themselves with alcohol. 7

IV. WRONGFUL DEATH

In Mobil Oil Corp. v. Higginbotham,s8 the Supreme Court demonstrated

83. Id. In Boudoin, the Supreme Court stated that a shipowner is not "liable every time
a seaman gets drunk and does damage to a member of the crew." Rather, "[tihe problem
• . .is one of degree." 348 U.S. at 339-40.

84. 325 F.2d at 402.
85. Support for this position may be found in Boudoin, in which Justice Douglas pre-

sented the central issue as to unseaworthiness in seaman assault cases: "Was the assault
within the usual and customary standards of the calling?" 348 U.S. at 340 (emphasis added).
Whether a dangerous weapon was involved in the attack is an important- consideration in
determining the seaworthiness question. "In those assault cases where the issue of unseawor-
thiness has been held properly submissable to a jury, the hallmark has been either an assault
with a dangerous weapon or independent evidence of the assailant's exceptionally quarrel-
some nature, his habitual drunkenness, his severe personality disorder, or other similar fac-
tors." Walters v. Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc., 309 F.2d 191, 193 (2d Cir. 1962) (emphasis
added).

86. 578 F.2d at 987.
87. In one recent case, Chief Judge Brown was highly critical of supplying intoxicants to

seamen without proper supervisory control, and went so far as to say that the practice of
operating a "floating dram shop makes a ship unseaworthy and if not that at least clearly
negligent." Reyes v. Vantage S.S. Co., 558 F.2d 238, 244 (5th Cir. 1977).

88. 436 U.S. 618 (1978).
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rare judicial restraint by declining to extend the holdings in its landmark
decisions in Moragne v. States Marine Lines" and Sea-land Services, Inc.
v. Gaudet. 1 In Moragne, the Court recognized for the first time a cause of
action for wrongful death under the general maritime law.9' In Gaudet,
decided four years later, the Court defined the damages awardable in such
wrongful death cases to include recovery for loss of society. 2 In all three
cases, the Supreme court reversed Fifth Circuit decisions.

Although Gaudet involved injuries suffered in state territorial waters,
the Court, in Higginbotham, stated the issue broadly as whether Gaudet
damages for loss of society are awardable in an action for wrongful death
on the high seas. 3 In Higginbotham, a helicopter used by Mobil in connec-
tion with its oil drilling operations in the Gulf of Mexico crashed outside
Louisiana territorial waters, killing the pilot and three passengers. Suit
was filed by the passengers' three widows under the Death On The High
Seas Act (DOHSA),11 the Jones Act, 5 and the general maritime law. The
district court found that the deaths were caused by Mobil's negligence and
limited recovery to items of pecuniary loss as described by DOHSA and
disallowed any award for loss of society."

The Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that plaintiffs were entitled to claim
damages for loss of society under the Gaudet principles. 7 The Supreme
Court, however, limited Gaudet to territorial waters. In doing so, the Court
expressly rejected the Fifth Circuit's prior holding in Law v. Sea Drilling
Corp. that the general maritime wrongful death remedy as set forth in
Moragne and as refined in Gaudet had replaced DOHSA as a remedy for

89. 398 U.S. 375 (1970).
90. 414 U.S. 573 (1974).
91. 398 U.S. at 375.
92. The Supreme Court held that the term "society" embraces a broad range of mutual

benefits each family member receives from the others' continued existence, including love,
affection, care, attention, companionship, comfort, and protection. The Court also cautioned
that loss of society should not be confused with mental anguish or survivors' grief, which is
not compensable under the new maritime wrongful death remedy. 414 U.S. at 585. The
Supreme Court has since commented that this distinction between loss of society and survi-
vors' grief is extremely difficult for the jury to compute. 436 U.S. at 623.

93. 436 U.S. at 623.
94. 46 U.S.C.A. § 761 (1975).
95. 46 U.S.C.A. § 688 (1975).
96. Higginbotham v. Mobil Oil Corp., 360 F. Supp. 1140, 1150 (W.D. La. 1973). With

respect to damages, DOHSA declares: "The recovery ... shall be a fair and just compensa-
tion for the pecuniary loss sustained by the persons for whose benefit the suit is brought
.... 46 U.S.C.A. § 762 (1975).

97. Higginbotham v. Mobil Oil Corp., 545 F.2d 422, 435-36 (5th Cir. 1977). The members
of the Higginbotham panel expressed their agreement with the First Circuit, which limited
recovery to pecuniary losses in Barbe v. Drummond, 507 F.2d 794, 800-02 (1st Cir. 1974), but
considered the issue foreclosed in the Fifth Circuit by Law v. Sea Drilling Corp., 510 F.2d
242, reh. denied, modified in part, 523 F.2d 793 (5th Cir. 1975).
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deaths occurring beyond territorial waters ." Holding that it was not bound
by Gaudet damage principles, the Court was then free to determine which
measure of damages fo apply in a death action arising on the high
seas-the rule specified by Congress in DOHSA or that chosen by the
Supreme Court in Gaudet.'9

The Court did not evaluate the various opposing policy arguments con-
cerning damages for loss of society, but instead concluded that Congress'
"considered judgment" in DOHSA should control.'°0 Although recognizing
the frequently employed practice of admiralty courts to supplement mari-
time statutes,'0' Justice Stevens stated that since Congress in DOHSA
spoke directly to the question of the measure of damages, the Court was
not free "to 'supplement' Congress' answer so thoroughly that the Act
becomes meaningless."''0 2

The Court conceded that its ruling compromises the traditional objec-
tive of uniformity of the maritime law by providing different measures of
damages for coastal waters and the high seas, but felt that the desire for
uniformity could not override the Congressional purpose set forth in
DOHSA.'1

Thus, the decision in Higginbotham establishes that in cases of wrongful
death on the high seas, the decedent's survivors are limited to damages
authorized under DOHSA and may not in addition recover damages under
general maritime law. Since two of the plaintiffs in the cases were Jones
Act seamen, the Court appears to be concluding that a seaman's benefici-
aries cannot recover damages for nonpecuniary losses under the general
maritime law but instead are limited to damages under the Jones Act.'0 4

In a vigorously worded dissent, Justice Marshall pointed out that the

98. Chief Judge Brown's notable language is as follows: "No longer does one need a state
court, or the Admiralty as a Court, or DOHSA as a remedy. There is a federal maritime cause
of action for death on navigable waters-any navigable waters-and it can be enforced in any
court." 523 F.2d at 798.

99. 436 U.S. at 623.
100. Id.
101. This approach was stated by Chief Justice Chase as follows: "[Clertainly it better

becomes the humane and liberal character of proceedings in admiralty to give than to with-
hold the remedy, when not required to withhold it by established and inflexible rules." The
Sea Gull, 21 F. Cas. 909, 910 (C.C. Md. 1865) (No. 12, 578a).

102. 436 U.S. at 625. This statement does not seem to square with the following language
from Gaudet: "Nothing in the legislative history of the Act [DOHSA suggests that Congress
intended the Act's statutory measure of damages to pre-empt any additional elements of
damage for a maritime wrongful death remedy which this Court might deem 'appropriate to
effectuate the policies of general maritime law."' 414 U.S. at 588 n.22.

103. Id. at 624.
104. Courts have uniformly interpreted Jones Act damage recoveries as limited to pecuni-

ary losses. In Re MV Elaine Jones, 480 F.2d 11 (5th Cir. 1973), reh. granted, 513 F.2d 911
(5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 840 (1975); Cities Serv. Oil Co. v. Launey, 403 F.2d
537 (5th Cir. 1968).
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benefits available to a seaman's dependents will now vary according to the
fortuity of whether the injury causing death occurs in state waters or on
the high seas.'"' Justice Marshall felt the court had thus come full circle
back to the pre-Moragne days. Justice Marshall's interpretation, however,
is not entirely accurate, since prior to Moragne the anomoly was that fatal
accidents on the high seas had an adequate federal remedy in DOHSA,
while the same accidents nearer shore might have no remedy at all, de-
pending on the law of the nearest state. The only disparity created by
Higginbotham is the difference between allowing one item of damage re-
covery in cases of deaths in territorial waters and disallowing this item in
cases of deaths further from land.

Justice Marshall further attacked the conclusion that Congress' inten-
tion in enacting DOHSA was to limit survivors to recovery for their pecuni-
ary losses. Marshall argued that Congress, in enacting DOHSA, was pri-
marily concerned with providing a cause of action where none had existed
before'06 and not with excluding the possibility of recovery beyond pecuni-
ary loss.0 7

In Ivy v. Security Barge Lines, Inc.,0 5 decided just prior to the end of
the survey period, the Fifth Circuit addressed one of the questions left
unanswered by the Supreme Court in the Higginbotham case. The issue
was whether damages for nonpecuniary losses may be recovered in a Jones
Act suit for death of a decedent on territorial waters of the United States. 09

John Ivy, the decedent, was a member of the crew of a vessel heading
up the Mississippi near Baton Rouge when he was lost and presumably
drowned as he was attempting to aid a fellow crewmember who had fallen
overboard. Decedent's father filed suit under the Jones Act" 0 for negligence
and under the general maritime law for unseaworthiness. The jury found
that Ivy died as a result of defendant's negligence and awarded his parents
$20,000 for loss of society."' The district court included a sum for loss of
society in its damage award.

The Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that it was bound by the Supreme
Court's decision in Higginbotham to rule that damages under the Jones
Act are limited to recovery for pecuniary losses regardless of whether the

105. 436 U.S. at 627. In an interesting comment in which the majority takes a slap at the
large sums that the district court would have awarded for loss of society, it is suggested that
competing views on awards for loss of society can best be reconciled by allowing an award
that is primarily symbolic rather than a substantial portion of the survivor's recovery. Id. at
624 n.20.

106. Prior to the passage of DOHSA, there was no cause of action for wrongful death on
the high seas.

107. 436 U.S. at 628-29.
108. 585 F.2d 732 (5th Cir. 1978).
109. Id. at 734.
110. 46 U.S.C.A. § 688 (1975).
111. 585 F.2d at 734.
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death occurred on the high seas or in territorial waters."'
The court recognized the judicially created rule that Jones Act damage

recoveries are limited to pecuniary losses"' and then faced the issue of the
extent to which this had been changed by the allowance in Gaudet of
damages for nonpecuniary losses such as society. The Fifth Circuit stated
that its course was already set by Higginbotham. Since one of the helicop-
ter passengers in Higginbotham was found to be a Jones Act seaman,
Judge Rubin was of the view that by deciding that pecuniary damages
could not be recovered by any of plaintiffs, including the seaman's repre-
sentative, the Supreme Court decided "sub silentio" that a Jones Act
seaman's beneficiaries cannot recover nonpecuniary losses for a death oc-
curring on the high seas."'

The Fifth Circuit then carried Higginbotham one step further and held
that its limitation on Jones Act recoveries extended to deaths occurring
within the territorial limits of the state."' Since the Supreme Court failed
to differentiate between 1) the Jones Act plaintiff and 2) those seeking
recovery under DOHSA and general maritime law, the Fifth Circuit inter-
preted this omission as an indication that the Supreme Court will not
distinguish between the statutorily imposed limitation on damages in
DOHSA and the judicially created restriction on damages under the Jones
Act." 6 The Fifth Circuit was clearly influenced by the anomaly which
would be created by a holding that recovery for nonpecuniary losses under
the Jones Act may be had for deaths in territorial waters but not for deaths
on the high seas. Two separate remedies would be created, each applicable
only within its own geographical sphere." 7

Since the sole basis of plaintiffs recovery in Ivy was negligence under
the Jones Act, what would have been the result had the trial jury found
unseaworthiness under general maritime law? Would the seaman's repre-
sentative have been able to recover Gaudet damages for loss of society?
Judge Rubin apparently thinks the answer is "No." In a lengthy footnote"
he sets forth a hypothetical situation concerning a shipboard explosion in

112. Id. at 738-39.
113. Id. at 736. While the Jones Act has no specific limitation on damages, it incorporates

by reference the Federal Employers Liability Act (FELA), 45 U.S.C.A. § 51 (1972), which is
interpreted to confine damage awards to pecuniary losses. Because of the incorporation of
FELA into the Jones Act, courts have traditionally interpreted Jones Act damage recoveries
as similarly limited to pecuniary losses. See note 104, supra.

114. 585 F.2d at 738.
115. Id.
116. Id.
117. One might question whether this result is really any more anomalous than the dispar-

ity created by Higginbotham under which a different national rule is applied to similarly
situated persons depending upon where the death-producing accident occurs.

118. 585 F.2d at 738-39 n.8. The representatives of the passenger and longshoreman would
be entitled to damages for loss of society under Gaudet.
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the Port of New Orleans caused by both negligence and unseaworthiness
and resulting in the death of a passenger, a longshoreman, and a Jones Act
seaman. According to Judge Rubin, the Jones Act seaman's survivors
would have received only reimbursement for pecuniary losses. Even if the
death in Ivy had occurred on the high seas, as a result of unseaworthiness
under general maritime law, the same result would seem to be mandated
by the broad holding in Higginbotham; the DOHSA limitation governs all
wrongful death recoveries on the high seas and a decedent's survivors may
not recover Gaudet damages under the general maritime law.""

V. MISCELLANEOUS

The Fifth Circuit dealt with a wide array of admiralty questions in other
cases. The tradition of non-jury trials in admiralty cases was upheld by the
court in Harrison v. Flota Mercante Grancolombiana S.A.,'"0 in which a
longshoreman suffered personal injuries in the form of pulmunary fibrosis
and emphysema as a result of his inhaling fumes when a drum of chemicals
leaked in the ship's hold. The longshoreman sued the shipowner, who in
turn sought indemnity from the stevedore employer."' The stevedore then
filed a fourth-party complaint against the shipper of the chemicals on a
products liability theory. Although much of the Fifth Circuit's opinion
consisted of an application of the "clearly erroneous" rule to the trial
court's findings of fact,' the court also responded to the shipper's argu-
ment that the lower court had deprived him of his constitutional right to
a trial by jury.

Plaintiff's action was designated in the complaint as within the admi-
ralty jurisdiction of the court as defined by Rule 9(h) of the Federal
Rules.'2 3 The shipper contended that he was entitled to a trial by jury
because the stevedore employer's fourth party-claim was not designated as
a claim in admiralty, and because diversity might exist as between the
shipper and the stevedore employer.'"2 The Fifth Circuit, however, held

119. 436 U.S. at 624. As pointed out by Judge Rubin, the Supreme Court makes no
distinction between Jones Act recoveries and those under general maritime law with respect
to deaths on the high seas. 585 F.2d at 738.

120. 577 F.2d 968 (5th Cir. 1978).
121. It was proper for plaintiff longshoreman to assert a claim for unseaworthiness against

a vessel and for the vessel owner to seek indemnity from the stevedore employer since the
operative facts took place prior to the effective date of the 1972 amendment to 33 U.S.C.A. §
905. For a discussion on the 1972 amendment, see Chamlee, Admiralty, 29 MERCER L. REV.
899-905 (1978).

122. 577 F.2d 968, 974-83 (5th Cir. 1978).
123. Rule 9(h) provides that a pleading setting forth a claim for relief within the admiralty

and maritime jurisdiction that is also within the jurisdiction of the court on some other
ground may contain a statement identifying the claim as an admiralty or maritime claim for
the purposes of Rules 14(c), 38(e), 82, and the Supplemental Rules For Certain Admiralty
and Maritime Claims.

124. 577 F.2d at 985-86.
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that by electing to proceed under 9(h) with the attendant right to a non-
jury trial rather than by invoking diversity jurisdiction, plaintiff could
preclude defendant from invoking the right to a jury trial which might
otherwise be available.' The fact that diversity might exist between the
third-party plaintiff and the fourth-party defendant did not change this
result. The court refused to permit a third-party defendant to
"emasculate" the election given to plaintiff by Rule 9(h) by exercising the
simple expedient of bringing a fourth-party defendant into the action. 2 "

In Wong Shing v. M/V Mardina Trader, 7 the Fifth Circuit upheld the
district court's confirmation of a judicial sale in admiralty. Seaman Wong
Shing filed a complaint in rem against the Mardina Trader for wages.
Thereafter a default judgment was obtained and the vessel was sold. The
ship's mortgagee objected to the confirmation of the sale on the basis that
the judgment was entered without notice, that the district court erro-
neously required the mortgagee to guarantee the claims of other lien
holders, and that the judicial sale of the vessel for $610,000 when her
actual value was close to two million dollars was unconscionable.

The Fifth Circuit disposed of the notice argument with the settled rule
that every person claiming any right or title in a vessel is charged with
constructive notice of her seizure when notice is promptly served upon the
vessel herself.' The in rem process of the admiralty court is based upon
the presumption that the seizure of a vessel will result in prompt, actual
notice to all interested parties. 129 The court approved the trial judge's
requirement that the mortgagee include $600,000 cash in its bid in order
to provide a fund for payment of liens prior to the mortgage. The Fifth
Circuit refused to allow the mortgagee's upset bid to prevent confirmation
of the sale unless the bid was sufficient to pay off the prior lienholders.
Until the prior liens were paid, the amount due on the mortgage could not
be used to offset the amount bid. 30 With respect to the disparity between
the amount of the sale price and the alleged true value of the vessel, the
court held that since the evidence as to value was ambiguous, and there
was no certainty that a resale would produce a higher price, the lower court
was justified in confirming the sale.'3'

A judgment for money damages rendered by the Supreme Court of the
Isle of Barbados was the subject matter of International Sea Food Ltd. v.

125. The Fifth Circuit has previously held that Rule 9(h) serves as a device by which the
pleader may claim the special benefits of admiralty procedures and remedies, including a
non-jury trial, when the pleadings show that both admiralty and some other basis of federal
jurisdiction exist. Romero v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 515 F.2d 1249, 1252 (5th Cir. 1975).

126. 577 F.2d at 987.
127. 564 F.2d 1183 (5th Cir. 1977).
128. Id. at 1187. See Loud v. United States, 286 F. 56, 60 (6th Cir. 1923).
129. 564 F.2d at 1187. The Mary, 13 U.S. (9 Cranch) 125 (1815).
130. 564 F.2d at 1187.
131. Id. at 1189.
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M/V Campeche."2 After obtaining a judgment in Barbados, plaintiff filed
suit in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Alabama against
the original defendants and their insurance company. Plaintiff sought to
garnish the insurance proceeds as an asset of the judgment debtor. The
district court held that its jurisdiction to enforce foreign admiralty judg-
ments was limited to judgments involving admiralty remedies, and did not
include common law money judgments.'33

The Fifth Circuit reversed on the basis of its finding that admiralty
courts of the United States are empowered to carry into effect the decrees
of foreign admiralty courts regardless of the decree's lack of maritime
flavor. However, the court bolstered its opinion by a finding that the mar-
ine insurance aspect of the case lent sufficient maritime flavor to the case
to sustain jurisdiction.'

It has been suggested that limitation of liability will sink further into
judicial disfavor during the remainder of this century based upon its eco-
nomic obsolescence. '3 The Fifth Circuit applied a traditional restriction on
limitation procedure in Complaint of Mucho K, Inc. 6

Following the death of a crewmember on board his vessel, a shipowner
filed a complaint for exoneration from or limitation of liability.' 37 The
traditional restraining order enjoining any legal proceedings against peti-
tioner was obtained. Before learning of the injunction, the wife and chil-
dren of the deceased seaman filed suit against the shipowner outside the
limitation proceeding. They later received formal notice of the injunction
but nevertheless refused to withdraw their complaint, arguing that if' they
did so, the statute of limitations would run on their claim. The district
court dismissed their complaint and found them in contempt.

Relying on well-established precedent, 3
1 the Fifth Circuit reversed the

dismissal of the complaint, holding that in actions in which a single claim
is filed, a court may not enjoin the prosecution of the claim outside the
limitation action. The admiralty court, however, will reserve "exclusive
power over the right to limit the amount of the limitation fund."' 3

132. 566 F.2d 482 (5th Cir. 1978).
133. Id. at 483.
134. The court stated that admiralty courts are uniquely equipped to deal with questions

of marine insurance. 566 F.2d at 485.
135. The Limitation of Liability Act, enacted during a time when the Congress was

engaged in an 'active effort to encourage investment in merchant shipping, limits a shi-
powner's exposure to liability absent personal fault. The Act has to some extent become
obsolete due to the existence of corporate ownership and protection, and indemnity insurance.
G. GILMORE & C. BLACK, supra note 27, at 822.

136. 578 F.2d 1156 (5th Cir. 1978).
137. 46 U.S.C.A. § 183 (1958).
138. Langnes v. Green, 282 U.S. 531 (1931).
139. 578 F.2d at 1158. Another traditional restriction on limitation procedure is that in

the multiple-claim situation where the total of all the claims does not exceed the limitation
fund, any or all of the claimants may litigate elsewhere, reserving to the limitation court the
exclusive right to determine the shipowner's entitlement to limitation. Pershing Auto Rent-
als, Inc. v. Gaffney, 279 F.2d 546, 550 (5th Cir. 1960).
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